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Centre for Food, Durham College

FEATURE STORY

SUCCESS MATTERS

Looking back at Durham College’s past, present
and future accomplishments as we celebrate the
institutions 50th anniversary
From 205 students and 16 portable
classrooms, DC has grown to offer more
than 140 market-driven programs to over
30,000 full and part-time students through
its campuses in Oshawa and Whitby, a
learning site in Pickering and online.

STORY BY Hélène Asselberg

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of
Durham College (DC), one of the first colleges established
under the Ontario college system. Since its inception almost
five decades ago, DC has consistently evolved to meet the
changing needs of students, industry, community and government. From 205 students and 16 portable classrooms, DC has
grown to offer more than 140 market-driven programs to over
30,000 full and part-time students through its campuses in
Oshawa and Whitby, a learning site in Pickering and online.
At DC success matters, and its dedicated employees are
passionate about preparing professionals who have the tactical
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skills, cultural fluency and entrepreneurial knowledge needed
to realize meaningful lives and careers while supporting their
local economy and community.
How the college moves forward and how it connects its programs
in new ways to support the future of higher learning will be
emphasized through its 50th anniversary legacy project–the
Centre for Collaborative Education (CFCE).
Replacing the aging Simcoe building, which was initially built as
a temporary structure, this new learning space will be a crossroad
of education, services, support and community. It will also
ISSUE 2 | THE SPARK
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serve as a unique academic and cultural
access point for students by bringing
together local, Indigenous and global
community groups along with members
of key business sectors.
To support early collaboration and to
ensure all learners have the opportunity
to reach their full potential, the CFCE
will house the School-College-Work
initiative and affiliated Centre for Success
program, a partnership between DC and
five local school boards.
This program enables students to enroll
in college courses and apprenticeship
training, earning dual credits that count
toward both their high school diploma
and a post-secondary diploma, degree
or apprenticeship certification. Presently,
the Centre for Success has an annual
enrollment of over 300 students, and
more than 2,000 area high school
students are earning dual credits
with DC.
For post-secondary students, the CFCE
will offer in-class and experiential learning
in professional labs and clinical spaces
designed to support a collaborative
learning environment. For example,
Massage Therapy students will work
alongside their peers in DC’s nursing
and Personal Support Worker programs,
delivering patient-centered care as an
interprofessional team.

box–or even better, to think as though
there is no box. Doing so sparks their
ability to develop tangible solutions
to real-world challenges being faced
in their communities, and allows
them to become trailblazers in their
chosen fields.
Entrepreneurial and incubation programs,
such as Spark Centre, FastStart DC
and IdeaEngine, will thrive within the
CFCE’s collaborative, new innovation
and maker-space, and students and
community partners will be further
supported as they share expertise and
work together to develop new ideas
and business opportunities.
A collaboration among DC, Spark Centre,
the University of Ontario Institute of
Technology (UOIT), Trent University,
Fleming College, and the Greater
Peterborough Innovation Cluster, FastStart DC is an entrepreneurial training
partnership aimed at university and
college students. Its goal is to increase
entrepreneurial skills and awareness
while also helping students create
solid business plans to launch their
products and services into market
quickly and successfully.

IdeaEngine, an offshoot of FastStart
DC, is an accelerated program intended
to help student entrepreneurs focus
solely on business idea generation
and development. Ideation stations,
workshops, activities and social events
guide students through the process
of developing their business idea to
pitching it, all in just one semester.

Centre for Collaborative Education,
Durham College

This progressive approach to education
supports innovation within the local
economy while creating an efficient
employer-employee network where
students gain skills that meet the direct
needs of the market.
In addition to housing the School-CollegeWork Initiative and DC’s entrepreneurial
programs, the CFCE will include spaces
and services to honour students’ individuality and support their intellectual
health on all levels. This includes an
expanded Aboriginal Student Centre
and Office of Student Diversity, Inclusion
and Transitions, which focus on fostering
vital connections between students and
Indigenous and global communities,
including their cultures and traditions.

The new facility will also enable DC to
extend its conversations and curriculums
internationally through global, open and
collaborative spaces where faculty,
students and the broader community
will use technology in creative ways.
This includes the Global Class, an
interactive platform that connects
students, educators, thought leaders,
subject matter experts and other
visionaries from more than 50 institutions
around the world to engage in open
exploration of shared global interests,
opportunities and concerns–all in real time.
Of course the college’s commitment to
bringing a global perspective to campus
doesn’t stop with the CFCE. In September
2016, DC welcomed more than 350 new
international students, bringing the total
number to more than 600 students who
have travelled from 54 countries around
the world to study. This was followed by
the signing of new agreement with the
Durham Catholic District School Board
(DCDSB) in November to support DCDSB
international students looking to pursue
post-secondary education in Canada
following their high school graduation.

They will also gain work experience
providing therapeutic care to community
members via on-site massage therapy
services, which will not only provide
them with the training needed to succeed
in their chosen field, but will also equip
them with entrepreneurial skills if they
choose to run their own businesses.
Entrepreneurship closely aligns with
DC’s market-driven programs and helps
support local business, industry and the
community at large. As a leading postsecondary institution, DC is continually
encouraging its students to work
collaboratively and think outside the

This new partnership includes the
creation of an educational pathway from
the DCDSB to DC with the potential for

students to pursue further post
secondary studies via the more than
450 educational pathways offered
by the college in partnership with
universities in Ontario, across Canada
and around the world.
The agreement, which supports the
college’s focus on engaging its educational partners in ongoing international
activities and outreach, is also designed
to stimulate and support educational,
professional and intercultural activities
and projects among students and
employees of both organizations with
respect to international education.
It also encourages collaboration on
program delivery and offer opportunities
related to scholarships, as well as
international marketing, student
recruitment and academic training.
Soon employees will also benefit from
DC’s expanding international agenda.
In November 2016, DC teamed up with
Uniterra, Canada’s largest international
volunteer cooperation program, to
introduce an exciting professional
development opportunity called Leave
for Change.
This exciting new program will enable
interested DC employees to transform

their vacations into short-term professional
and personal development experiences
of three to four weeks in a developing
country. During their assignments,
employees will partner with a professional
from a non-government organization
and, supported by the host country,
will contribute their skills and expertise
to an established development project.
Leave for Change fosters a more inclusive
learning environment and is an excellent
opportunity for all DC employees to
develop a wider global perspective,
while contributing to the social and
economic stability of developing foreign
communities. It also helps to advance
the internationalization of the college,
a key pillar of DC’s strategic vision.
DC is proud to support higher learning
on an international level beyond its
own campus and community. In recent
years, the college’s international scope
has broadened to include high-quality,
consultative, results-driven training to
organizations worldwide.
In 2015, the college embarked on a
global partnership in collaboration with
the Government of Barbados’ Ministry
of Education, Science, Technology and
Innovation (METI), and Colleges and

Global Classroom, Durham College
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Institutes Canada to support the Skills
for the Future Program, an initiative
launched by the Government of Barbados
to enhance the delivery of educational
leadership and management under
the umbrella of competency-based
education and training.
DC was chosen to lead the institutional
strengthening component of the four-part
leadership development project. As such,
it developed a customized training,
mentoring and coaching program that was
delivered to 25 management professionals,
faculty, and representatives from METI,
the Barbados Vocational Training Board,
and Training and Technical Vocational
Education and Training (TVET) at its
Oshawa campus. The agenda focused
on strengthening the leadership skills
needed to guide a transformational
process of TVET institutions, building
specific skills to drive competency-based
education, and enhancing collaboration
skills to develop dynamic relationships
with industry partners and align education
with industry demand.
Another example of DC’s global partnerships is its work with faculty at Centro
Experimental de Formación Profesional
(CEFOP), a technical and vocational college
in Trujillo, Peru. Since June 2015, DC
has worked alongside its Peruvian
partners to support the implementation
of innovative and creative culinary and
teaching practices using new and existing
technologies aimed at enhancing the

DC has brought
to life a vision
for an agriculture,
culinary and
hospitality-related
post-secondary
presence through
its Centre for Food
(CFF)
country’s booming culinary, hotel and
tourism industries. In October 2016,
the college funded student and employee
representatives to travel to Peru and
celebrate the partnership’s successes
and impact through a student-led
video documentary.
By engaging local Peruvian industry
leaders in the development and
implementation of new curriculum,
DC is helping to ensure graduates receive
high-quality education that aligns with
specific market needs. This includes

a teacher-training and professional
development plan that matches the
demands of the new curriculum.
CEFOP and DC are also comparing
management experiences so that
both can implement best practices
with benefits that extend locally,
nationally and internationally.

Students, faculty and staff came together
for a successful Harvest Dinner, including
Anthony Visconti and Ryan Cullen.

Sharing its expertise in the areas of
food, agriculture and hospitality has
been a rewarding opportunity for DC
that recognizes the great strides it has
made in positioning itself as a leader
in the agri-food industry.
Capitalizing on its unique location amidst
rural farmlands and urban sprawl, as
well as Durham Region’s thriving food
industry, in only a short amount of time
DC has brought to life a vision for an
agriculture, culinary and hospitalityrelated post-secondary presence
through its Centre for Food (CFF).
The CFF’s vision to bring field-to-fork
to life and drive sustainability in all that
it does has been widely recognized
through a number of awards, as well
as a recent influential endorsement
that followed the announcement of a
partnership between DC and The W.
Garfield Weston Foundation that saw the
renaming of the building to the W. Galen
Weston Centre for Food.
Having Mr. Weston lend his name to the
college, something he has never done

before–a name that has been at the
forefront of change in the food retailing
and processing industries for more
than five decades; a name that people
trust; a name that means success
is truly something amazing. Such an
endorsement, combined with the vast
impact of the Weston family on the
food industry, validates the work done
by employees and students since the
CFF’s inception in 2013.
Alongside the endorsement came a
donation to establish scholarships and
bursaries for students studying in a twoyear field-to-fork program; develop new
research and testing programs related
to food product development and food
processing studies; and to purchase
equipment to support new research
programs related to the
agri-food industry.
This gift, the second significant contribution
made by the foundation in the last two
years, will help strengthen the incredible
advances the college has made in
establishing a range of post-secondary
program and applied research opportunities that provide a unique learning
construct in which students are actively

Bistro ’67 at the W. Galen Weston Centre for Food.
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involved in every aspect of the CFF’s
operations.
From planting and harvesting food on
the CFF’s extensive grounds–which
include gardens, greenhouses, an apple
orchard and agricultural planting fields;
to preparing food for Bistro ’67, a
full-service, teaching-inspired restaurant;
and Pantry, a unique retail store for
student-created goods; as well as hosting
high-profile events–the award-winning
CFF provides a dynamic backdrop for
modern learning.
Along with the college’s keen focus
on field-to-fork, DC faculty and students
also leverage the building’s resources
to collaborate on agri-focused applied
research projects, including the development of cold-frame technology, which
harnesses the sun’s energy to support
the growth of fresh, local produce yearround, and the improvement of drone
data-collecting capabilities to help local
farmers with crop management.
These, along with other applied research
projects supporting many disciplines
across the college, have positioned DC
as one of Canada’s Top Research Colleges

and ensures the college remains at the
forefront of dynamic change as it moves
into its next chapter of post-secondary
excellence.
As the college approaches its 50th
anniversary year in 2017, it provides an
opportunity to reflect on the incredible
progress it has made during the past
five decades.
From its roots as a small community
college in 1967 to development of
the new CFCE; local, national and
international partnerships; expansion
of its Whitby campus and so much more,
DC has evolved into a leading postsecondary educational institution that
works collaboratively with its students,
employees and community to provide
a hub of innovation and excellence in
Durham Region and beyond.
What will the next 50 years hold? The
possibilities are endless, but one thing
remains constant–DC will maintain its
commitment to putting the student
experience first so they can achieve
success, and together with the college,
elevate a thriving Durham community
for the prosperity of future generations.

Centre for Food, Durham College
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SPOTLIGHT

Inspired by the story, Dan thought: “if
he could do it, I could do it”. Combining
his passion for the sport fishing industry
and his business experience, Dan invested
all of his savings into building the National
ProStaff platform.
Looking back at his ProStaff days, Dan
knew how difficult it was to get noticed
by brands. There were no online resources
that explained how anglers could secure
sponsorships. Dan wanted to build a
social platform to put anglers in the
spotlight, giving them the opportunity
to get noticed and sponsored.
The initial idea for the National Prostaff
platform was for users to build a profile and
pay for their resume to be sent to brands.

NATIONAL PROSTAFF
This online fishing platform is The Reel Deal
STORY BY Amanda Reynolds

Built by a group of friends willing to give up their life savings
for a dream, National ProStaff is the leading social network for
sport fishing enthusiasts, celebrities and brands.
Dan Miguel loved fishing since he was introduced to it at two
years old. At 16, he joined the professional world of sport
fishing and became a regular tournament angler and a ProStaff
(sponsored angler) for seven years. Before the age of social
media, it was challenging for professional anglers to get noticed

by brands. So after struggling to secure sponsorship, Dan took
a step back from sport fishing tournaments after graduating
university and took a job incorporate sales and marketing at
Rapala—a company he had represented as a ProStaff.
A BIGGER DREAM
Knowing he had more to offer to the industry, Dan’s entrepreneurial spirit was fired up after seeing the movie about Facebook
founder Mark Zuckerberg, The Social Network.

Brandon Wetzel, Dan’s best friend who
also has a passion for business, came
on board and immediately the National
Prostaff business model grew. National
ProStaff wasn’t just going to be a place
for anglers to get noticed, it was going
to be a premiere industry platform
connecting the entire sport fishing
industry online—while highlighting brands
and sponsored anglers.
In March 2011, Dan and Brandon went
to work planning and wire-framing the
platform while securing a highly skilled
developer to help them build their vision.
Dan quit his job to focus 100 per cent of
his time and energy on recruiting brands
and potential users. National ProStaff
launched on Nov. 11, 2011 with 10
brands. Within three months, 5,000
members joined solely by word of mouth!

in the Golden State. He hoped to gain
connections and garner investment for
National ProStaff to enter the United
States market, which has a sport fishing
industry worth more than $54 billion.
Unfortunately, Chris didn’t have much
luck securing investment in California,
and the team did not have the funds to
enter the US market. Revenue was not
growing quickly enough and the team
had already invested their life savings
into building the platform.
SPARKING SUCCESS
Opportunities brightened back up in the
summer of 2014, when Chris networked
with someone who recommended they
apply to Spark Centre’s Ignite competition.
Ignite is an annual, nationally recognized,
pitch and boardroom competition that
awards $25,000 to two innovative
start-ups. When Chris read about the
competition online, it was the day of the
deadline to apply. He immediately called
Dan and told him to drop everything and
head to the Ignite pitch school in Whitby.
“We had no idea what we were getting
into,” recalled Dan. But it’s a good thing
Dan and Brandon showed up for pitch
school that day—the National ProStaff
team won the Ignite competition and the
$25,000 prize. They were also invited to
enter Spark Centre’s Thrive Accelerator
Program, which offered them significant
advisory and business support services
and free office space at The Loft, Spark
Centre’s location in Downtown Oshawa.

SMALL FISH, BIG POND
After the successful launch, Dan and
Brandon approached another friend,
Chris Lazarte, to join their founding team
and handle the financial side of the
business. With the platform continuing
to evolve, and not enough marketing
funds, the team realized they needed to
secure investment. With the tech bubble
growing in California, Chris took a leap and
took a job as a Chartered Accountant
Left: Dan Miguel Right: Chris Lazarte
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SPOTLIGHT

“Our platform will allow them to easily discover the best
products based on what lake they’re fishing on or what type
of fish they’re trying to catch”
With the $25,000 from Ignite in 2014,
National ProStaff was able to enter the
United States market. They signed the
top celebrity angler in the industry as a
brand ambassador and attended some of
the biggest fishing tradeshows in the US.
“Without Spark Centre, NPS wouldn’t
be near where it is today and we would
probably no longer exist,” says Dan
Miguel, CEO. “The resources, support
and guidance that Spark Centre has
provided has been crucial to our success.”
ANGELS FOR ANGLERS
With the Ignite funds and the success
that came after, Chris moved back from
California and became the full-time
CFO for National ProStaff. Thanks to

the brand exposure from winning Ignite,
National ProStaff received a $300,000
investment from CityFlow, a Durhambased angel fund.
That initial investment proved to be the
beginning of a new phase for National
ProStaff. The company continued to gain
momentum and has recently raised a
second round of funding. This allowed
the team to expand to now 16 employees
with a new focus on delivering their
platform via two mobile apps for iOS
and Android devices.
Fishing enthusiasts from all over the world
now join National ProStaff to connect
with and learn from top anglers; apply
for sponsorship opportunities; and

browse gear. They envision becoming
the global social network for anglers.
“We want NPS to become the destination
where anglers decide what they’re
going to buy because they have the
best information available,” explains
Dan. “Our platform will allow them to
easily discover the best products based
on what lake they’re fishing on or what
type of fish they’re trying to catch.”
It wasn’t an easy journey for the National
ProStaff team to get where it is today,
but they never gave up. It’s one thing
to have a dream— it’s another to own
it. Their continued passion, unwavering
commitment and constant hustle is
inspiring to any entrepreneur.

A HAVEN FOR ALL
THINGS NERD

How a Whitby-based geek developed Canada’s
largest subscription box company
STORY BY Alicia Pearce
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Canada’s largest subscription box company is located in
Whitby, Ont.—and it’s shipping tens of thousands of mystery
boxes to geeks all over the world every month.

The boxes—referred to as “Blocks”—also include an exclusivelydesigned t-shirt so subscribers can show off their nerd pride
wherever they go.

Nerd Block is spreading the love of all things nerdy through
its sci-fi, gaming, horror, comic and kids’ subscription boxes,
which are chock-full of geeky collectibles and memorabilia.

Founded in 2013, Nerd Block was born out of ShirtPunch!,
a flash retail-based business that offered four t-shirt designs
each day, with one catch—they’re only available for 24 hours.

ISSUE 2 | THE SPARK
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With this startup experience behind
him, founder and CEO Russ Montague
felt he was prepared to take on another
challenge
“My vision for Nerd Block was to deliver
great experiences to people all over the
world, especially to those who may not
have the opportunity or access to get
out and pick up all the amazing items
we curate.”

Left: Jamie Reyes Right: Russ Montague, Nerd Block Offices

The decision to establish and grow his
business in Durham Region was an
easy one. Born and raised in Whitby,
Montague decided that he’d had enough
of commuting hours each day to his job
in Toronto. After discovering that a lot
of people who work in downtown Toronto
live in Durham Region, he thought Whitby
would be the perfect place to set up his
business and attract great employees
who want to live and work in the area.
And it’s where Nerd Block plans to stay.
“The Internet is borderless. Today,
you can achieve great things from
your home,” says Montague. “We don’t
need to be in Silicon Valley, New York
or LA. People can work remotely and
still be connected to everything they
need to make our business happen.”

Nerd Block Assembly Line
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Justin Williamson in the Nerd Block Warehouse

Nerd Block loves being located in Whitby
so much, in fact, that they are also actively
working with local government to help
develop the town as an e-Commerce
hub that will serve global customers—
a project that will also benefit the entire
Region of Durham by extension.

“My vision for
Nerd Block was
to deliver great
experiences
to people all
over the world,
especially to
those who may
not have the
opportunity or
access to get
out and pick up
all the amazing
items we curate.”

Today, Nerd Block and ShirtPunch!
together employ more than 100 people,
many of them Durham residents. However,
this doesn’t mean that the company
fails to attract top talent from outside
the area. The Nerd Block team includes
highly skilled experts in marketing,
customer care, procurement, finance
and technology from Toronto, the United
States and beyond.

love of pop culture, he means it.
From discussing the latest video
game releases to geeking out over
new arrivals of toys for the Nerd Block
Stores, he truly understands what
customers want. And in the subscription
box industry, this is key. You have to
know your audience to consistently
deliver the types of collectibles they’ll
be excited to receive. Russ oversees
every single product that goes into
their Blocks, and if he doesn’t love
them, they simply don’t make the
cut. The result is an awesome, handcurated box of items that is delivered
to your doorstep.

Montague is the real deal. When he says
he started Nerd Block as a result of his

When it comes to company culture,
Nerd Block is a haven for all things nerd.

It’s a place where you can embrace
all your quirky nerdiness and show off
your favourite fandoms. No matter what
you’re into, you’ll find another employee
who is just as “into it” as you are.
“We’ve built a culture of hardcore
nerds who each like their own things.
But no one disrespects each other for
what they love--the team has awesome
mutual respect and understanding,”
says Montague. He’s proud to have
assembled a team of awesome
personalities from around the Durham
Region. And this passion extends to the
company’s atmosphere of innovation.
The team is not afraid to try new things
and push the limits—whether it’s putting
unusual or first-to-market items in a Block,
or trying out a new marketing strategy.

the experience of its subscription boxes
beyond the monthly delivery. People
love to collect, and if they receive a
single product from a series in their
Block, they can simply go to the Nerd
Block website to complete their collection.
Nerd Block continues to look to the
future. As the subscription box industry
becomes increasingly competitive, the
company is looking to expand into new
ventures outside the nerd space. The
company has plans to partner with big
studios and celebrities like Stan Lee for
exclusive offerings in 2017, as well as
looking to address markets that aren’t
currently served in the subscription box
space. The possibilities are as vast as
galaxies far, far away.

“Our employees really care about the
company, and we get to reward them
with a great career close to home.”
In recent years, the subscription box
industry has exploded. Everyone loves
to receive mail, and that mail is made
even better when it comes in the form
of a box filled with items from your
favourite movie, TV, video game and
comic book franchises.
“The industry has changed as more and
more competition enters the market,”
Montague explains. “You have to change
your strategy. Where our customers
once loved the mystery box aspect of
our Blocks, people now want to know
what they are getting.”
Additionally, he says Nerd Block has
had to expand from simply a subscription
box company into a full-fledged media
company--delivering cohesive experiences
on social media and beyond to engage
customers in a meaningful way.
Recently, Nerd Block launched a redesigned website and e-Shop, which
offers geeky products, housewares,
apparel, accessories and collectibles.
The e-Shop was an important step
forward for the company, extending
ISSUE 2 | THE SPARK
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The win-win-win mantra dictates that that there is no one
strategy for finding client success, and the job of SEP is to
determine what these strategies are.

SPOTLIGHT

and launch his own company with a
focus on Search Engine Marketing (SEM)
and Search Engine Optimization (SEO).
His initial goal was simple: to build a
company where the three main parties
(clients, employees, and the company
itself) would win from the relationship.
Search Engine People was founded
on a win-win-win mantra that differed
from his past employers, with the goal
of making marketing predictable–the
same mantra and the same vision that
continue to guide company today.

SEARCH ENGINE PEOPLE
The Durham agency that wants to make
marketing predictable

ALL SEP DOES IS WIN-WIN-WIN
NO MATTER WHAT
Much like the systems used by
professional sports teams to gain
and maintain success, Win-win-win
is SEP’s system for achieving the
company’s goals, and all participants
must abide by the system–otherwise
it’s not a fit. If a company policy means

employees are losing, then that policy
has to go. If an employee consistently
makes decisions to personally win, while
the company or clients lose, then that
individual must go. If clients don’t buy
into SEP’s system of permitting all to
win, then they are likewise released. The
win-win-win model doesn’t necessarily
make any business decisions easy,
but it is critical to the core beliefs that
SEP was founded on. Inconsistencies are
the enemy and predictability is the goal.
SEP IS A PERFORMANCE AGENCY
On a day-to-day basis, SEP considers
itself a performance agency, not just
a digital marketing agency. The reason
for this is simple: SEP’s clients don’t
win because they hire a digital marketing
agency. Clients see real, tangible success
when they hire an agency that understands
their goals and vision, and works with
them to achieve it. Therefore, SEP’s
goal is to understand what its client’s

goals are, to structure strategies and
objectives that will deliver this success,
and to structure analytics to report on
the objectives.
Unlike many agencies, SEP is not biased
toward using specific tactics. The winwin-win mantra dictates that that there
is no one strategy for finding client success, and the job of SEP is to determine
what these strategies are. This means
that SEP understands that it is not only
one media form that will allow a client
to find success, but the correct mix of
all forms working together, including
traditional media.
SEP IS A TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
It’s an age old adage, but its stands
truer today than ever: the best way to
predict the future is to create it.
The world is changing and technology
is at the heart of this revolution. Think

STORY BY Hollie Whitehead

Search Engine People Inc. (SEP) is a Pickering-based
performance marketing agency, set out to make marketing
predictable and responsible.
HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
SEP was founded in the basement of founder Jeff Quipp’s
home in Ajax on Sept. 11, 2001. Yes, that Sept. 11. Quipp
had spent a fair amount of time working for several large
organizations, and was frustrated with seemingly antiquated
management styles that put the company’s bottom line
above its clients and employees (a win-lose-lose situation.)

Why did senior management care most about separating people
and companies from their money, and not about adding real
value to those they represent? It was a win-lose philosophy
for clients, and became the same win-lose philosophy that
was reflected in company-employee relationships. The entire
situation of working for win-lose companies, that nurtured poor
employee relationships was not what Quipp wanted to spend
his career doing.
It was also around this time that Internet search engines were
beginning to take off. So, Quipp decided to take a leap of faith
Halloween at SEP
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TECH PICKS
Our picks for some of the coolest online
platforms, created by local entrepreneurs
INSURANCE JACK | insurancejack.com
SEPers participating in Heart & Stroke’s Big Bike Ride

about some of the early victims of this
revolution: well-known companies such
as Kodak and Blockbuster, fell victim
to not keeping up with technological
changes.
In its quest to make marketing predictable,
SEP has implemented strategies such
as increasing efficiencies so that SEP
employees can earn more than the
industry average; reducing error and
rework rates; increasing job satisfaction
by eliminating “boring” and mundane
work; reducing the training time of new
employees so they reach break-even
much quicker; giving SEP a sustainable
competitive advantage over competitors;
and controlling all inputs so that outcomes
can be anticipated.

building and creating new, long-term
technology. If you looked at the short
term only, new investments would
never be made. In the long-term view,
a $100k investment now may help
SEP generate $10 million in future
revenues, while helping protect
current company revenues.
CULTURE IS FORMED BY
EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE
With the win-win-win mantra at SEP,
the belief is that all parties can win
from the relationship. This has come
to show though, that not every potential
employee or client is a fit. In fact,
SEP will intentionally quote less than
5 per cent of the leads it attracts,
and will interview less than 2 per

cent of applicants. Poor hires cost
SEP valuable clients and high training
costs, while poor client fits costs SEP
remarkable employees and profitability.
Proper fit is critical.
Those individuals that tend to do best
in SEP’s environment and culture, are
those that are humble, have an internal
locus of control, are team players, are
positive, and have a passion to make a
real difference. While hard to find, SEP
has attracted a strong team of staff who
boast these qualities, and work hard
every day to deliver SEP’s win-winwin philosophy. SEP’s investments to
facilitate a collaborative, fun positive
environment have paid off.

SHORT-TERM PAIN VS.
LONG-TERM GAIN
New technology can challenge SEP’s
win-win-win mantra. The reality is that
new technologies are never perfect,
and only get to the point of near perfection by encouraging feedback and bug
reporting. These situations bring into
question the issue of short-term pain
vs long-term gain.

Insurance Jack is an online brokerage, created to simplify the way people shop for personal insurance products in Ontario. Our focus is clear: to make insurance easy, quick,
and hassle free. We’re here to connect consumers and insurance products, all without
the typical challenges. We can provide a car quote with over 15 companies in less than
15 seconds with only 3 pieces of information. We’re pleased to offer this experience
on any platform and on any device!

MENTALLY CHARGED | mentallycharged.com
Mentally Charged is an online mental training program designed to build the mental
toughness of athletes with the goal to increase confidence, focus, and motivation
while decreasing stress and anxiety levels. The online platform provides athletes with
the tools, tips, and strategies that they need to overcome mental obstacles and thrive
in the face of adversity. By downloading their FREE App you’ll gain access to curated
content making it convenient for athletes to utilize their techniques from a tablet or
smartphone. It’s time we make the mental health of our athletes a top priority.

QUICKSTAFF | quickstaffpro.com
QuickStaff is an online scheduling platform for event staff managers, streamlining
the administrative burdens that come from managing a large freelance team. What
started as a little side project, has turned into a growing business, with over 60 paying
corporate customers including the likes of UCLA, and makes the lives of event managers
a whole lot easier. Event-based companies must schedule freelancers to staff their
events and QuickStaff is their SaaS business solution.

An example of short-term pain vs.
long-term gain would be an event
where SEP loses profitability in the
short term because it is investing in

WANT TO BE FEATURED IN AS A TECH PICK?
Have a technology based gadget, business or invention you’d like us
to feature in our next issue? Email us at: thespark@sparkcentre.org
SEP CEO Jeff Quipp Presenting at Google
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in a test rescue mission. The drone
performed the mission in 22 seconds,
while the lifeguard finished theirs in 91
seconds. For someone who is drowning,
that 69 second difference could be the
difference between life and death.
Pars can also be used to save those
who have fallen off of ships at sea.
In the middle of the ocean, water
conditions are very dangerous. At
night, the chances of rescuing someone who has fallen into the sea are low.
Using thermal cameras and spotlights,
drones detect people in the water and
deliver life preservers to them—allowing
them to keep their heads above water
until they are able to be rescued.
Delft University of Technology, based in
Delft, The Netherlands, is researching
drone development with similar goals.
Delft’s vision, proposed in 2014, is to
create ambulance drones, which would
deliver emergency supplies to 911
callers. The drone design has a built-in
defibrillator which folds up like a toolbox.
When someone calls 911, first responders
would track their GPS signal from their
phone, and send the UAV to their location.

A Market
Just Starting
to Take Off.
STORY BY Tobey VanWeston
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Drones, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), have seen a massive
increase in popularity in recent years. Originally a military application,
the technology has since moved into commercial and recreational use.
Today, drones can be purchased in retail stores for less than $100. While
commonly used for delivery purposes or photography, developers from
all over the world are taking the potential of UAV functions to new heights.
RTS Ideas is a robotics company based out of London, UK. who have
developed a drone called Pars.
Pars delivers life preservers to drowning swimmers much faster than it
would take for lifeguards to rescue them. To demonstrate this, the team
conducted an experiment in which a drone and a lifeguard competed

The drone would be capable of flying
at 100 km per hour, enabling it to
reach its destination quickly. From here,
medical staff can talk 911 callers through
the steps necessary to help victims of
emergencies, such as cardiac arrest.
The university hopes this will increase
heart attack victim’s survival chances
from eight per cent to 80 per cent.
Earlier this year, Rolls-Royce Holdings
PLC released plans to use drones to
operate cargo ships. The ships would
be autonomous and operated from a
control room. Surveillance drones would
be used alongside smart screens, voice
recognition, and holograms-- so that a
crew on land could sail the ship.
Ultimately, this technology could make
human-operated ships a thing of the
past. This would also mean the end of

many dangers associated with cargo
transporting. For instance, without
a crew on board, there would be no
casualties as a result of piracy.
Drones are removing dangers from
many tasks that have typically been
done by humans.
Drone Volt, based in France and Denmark,
is developing a drone for police that can
release tear gas. In the event of riots,
these highly accurate blasts of tear gas
would target specific people, limiting
chaos. This would remove much of
the danger to both police and rioters.
Additionally, high-definition cameras
on the drones could provide valuable
evidence in the aftermath of riots.
Marcus Dickinson, owner of X4 Drones
in Pickering, is confident that UAV usage
in the world will only continue to grow.
He lists police surveillance, accident
reporting, search and rescue missions,
and firefighting as only a few of the tasks
UAVs can assist in. Through the use of
thermal scans, high-definition cameras,
and mobility that humans simply cannot
match, drones are opening up whole
new possibilities to many different fields.
Fundamentally, Dickinson believes drones
are meant to make the world better.
“They’re not all about military, death and
scariness. It’s about how can we make
what we do easier,” says Dickinson.
“That’s really what drones are. Drones
aren’t about total innovation, and ‘oh
my god, Skynet, computers are going
to take over.’ Really, the big thing about
drones is that they can do things that we
can do already, but more quickly and for
less money.”
The possibilities for drones are growing.
As fast as technology advances, potential
for their use does as well.

“ They’re not

all about
military, death
and scariness.
It’s about
how can we
make what
we do easier.

”

It’s an industry with nowhere to go but up.
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Q&A: FACES OF INNOVATION

Sherry Colbourne

President & CEO, Spark Centre
“ Entrepreneurship lays in the nexus between opportunity, risk, disruption and scalability with a focus on innovation.”

Meet the faces of innovation in Durham Region–highlighting the different
founders, investors, business leaders and tech junkies in our community.

Zack Fisch

Co-Founder & CEO, Dash MD
“It ’s what you do with what you have that makes all the difference in the world.”

Q: What is your definition of an entrepreneur?
A: Someone smarter than I once defined an entrepreneur
as someone who relentlessly pursues opportunity without
regard to resources currently controlled. The first part,
the relentless pursuit, is the easy part. However doing
so without regard to resources, that’s where things get
challenging. You’re constantly pushed as a founder to make
do with insufficient, well, everything. Its what you do with
what you have that makes all the difference in the world.
Passion is also important. Passion is either felt by an
entrepreneur naturally or its something thats learned.
It doesn’t matter how passion comes about, but it is a
necessary ingredient for success in my opinion.

Q: How does your app help patients being discharged from the hospital?
A: Dash MD is a Swiss army knife of tools that helps
patients manage their recovery, find follow-up care in their
community, and report back to their hospital. We provide
patients with trusted tools and resources that are delivered
to them by hospital staff at the point of care. Patients are
oftentimes provided with either insufficient resources
to help themselves recover after leaving the hospital,
or they are provided with an insurmountable amount of
information. We’re consolidating everything they need to
help themselves on their recovery journey and ensuring
that patients can manage their care wherever they may be.
Q: What made you want to start Dash MD?
A: I was a patient myself in the healthcare system a few
years ago. I suffered from a freak accident while playing
24
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sports, fractured both bones in my leg, and was rushed to
the hospital. Things started going sour when I was being
prepared to be discharged by my nurse. I was given a ton of
verbal instructions at a time when I was stressed, tired, and
medicated. I was given a piece of paper that told me not to
get my cast wet. When I started developing a pain in my leg,
I thought it was a normal part of the healing process, when
in actuality I had developed a complication I didn’t know
was something I was supposed to be keeping an eye out for.
This almost resulted in an amputation of my leg.
This experience was avoidable. Many patients go through
the same on a daily basis. Having lived through and understood the patient experience all to well, I was motivated to
do something to better the healthcare system in the name
of patients everywhere.

Q: What has been the response from patients using your app?
A:

Great! Here are some patient testimonials, quoted in
full: “The app has great information.. Much more than the
pamphlets could hold,” “These types of apps can help take
the care I receive to the next level,” and “I really appreciate
getting content I can trust. There is so much untrustworthy
info on the Internet.”

Q: What are some of the challenges around innovation in health care?
A: Healthcare is notorious for being a slow moving industry
to make change in. This is a difficult challenge as a startup
given the fact that as an early stage company, we move
incredibly quickly. We’re grateful, and lucky, to have formed
partnerships with multiple health organizations that are as
passionate about improving patient care as we are.

Q: What is your definition of an entrepreneur?

Q: What attracted you to Durham Region?

A:

That is a million dollar question and one which would
elicit as many responses. For me, entrepreneurship lays
in the nexus between opportunity, risk, disruption and
scalability with a focus on innovation. By innovation,
I mean innovation in products, methods or markets.
But what I think separates entrepreneurs from small
business owners is the speed and amount of wealth
creation. Generally, entrepreneurs generate far greater
returns quicker than regular business owners...hence,
the draw for investors to invest in such businesses.

A:

In a word. Opportunity. When you’ve had the privilege
of travelling and being immersed in other countries and
cultures, you recognize those that scream opportunity.
When I learned of the position at Spark Centre, I was still
in Oman. I researched the region and was dumbfounded
by the growth that had occurred in just 4 short years since
I had left. Although I have never lived east of Toronto,
I was excited by the opportunity and immediately threw
my hat in the ring. It goes without saying that I’m thrilled
with the outcome!

Q: What has led you to working with technology and innovation startups?

Q: How do you see Spark Centre growing and evolving in 2017?

A: I tripped into the tech sector many years ago when I
moved from Toronto to the Waterloo region and worked for
Leigh Instruments. That led me to a job with Com Dev and
I was smitten. I never looked back and went on to work
with Diemaco, Certicom, DspFactory and others. There’s
a magic about technology that no other sector quite
satiates. Being surrounded by incredibly clever people
who are creating products from nothing is inspiring.
So much so that eventually I swallowed the pill completely
and started my own entrepreneurial venture. We were
more of a social entrepreneurial solution and reimagined
a world where social drinkers were equipped with
technology that would allow them to manage their social
drinking for the betterment of our society.

A: As a dreamer, I dream BIG! My vision for Spark Centre
is growth, greater reach and more impact. I have some
thoughts on how we might accomplish this but in beginning
weeks of my tenure, I’m focused on meeting with the region’s
stakeholders, engaging with my team and connecting with
this exciting community. My message to readers is, keep
watching this space! We will reveal our big audacious plans
here first!!

When I moved to the Middle East, I left my technology
roots behind and switched to supporting entrepreneurs
on the strength of my own experience. These are the
innovators of the GCC region and they’re starting to shake
things up. Again, I was surrounded by incredibly clever
people who are reimagining their world. It seems that
no matter which side of the fence you’re on, being the
entrepreneur or supporting entrepreneurs, the experience
is highly rewarding.
So, I guess the short answer to your question is that I’m
a dreamer. I can see solutions to problems everywhere and
like to surround myself with like-minded people. Technology
and innovation startups are my people.

Q: What is something the Durham Region community can do to support
innovation and entrepreneurship?

A:

Like so many of the world’s great entrepreneurial
ecosystems that are way out ahead of us, we know its
imperative for stakeholders to work together closely to
increase the success rate of startups and accelerate the
pace of innovation in the region. Durham Region’s private
sector will play an important role in achieving these objectives
and we must work closely with the region’s legacy businesses
to help them adopt strategies that embrace our talented
disruptors and support their emerging businesses, not
as competitors but as a means to ride the tide of change
themselves and catapult their own success. I would add
that, like the entrepreneurs we serve, the Durham Region
community must remain curious, we must make continuous
learning our mantra and recognize that as our ecosystem
evolves through its many growth stages, we will have to
tweak and adjust our delivery of programs and services.
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Jeff Peng

Student Liaison Officer, UOIT
“ Entrepreneurship isn’t just business skill sets; but also personal development.”

Q: What is your definition of an entrepreneur?
A:

My definition is an individual who sees an unmet
need and takes it upon themselves to build a business
that fulfills that unmet need while also continuing to
develop themselves personally and professionally.

Q: Why is it important to promote entrepreneurship to
post-secondary students?

A:

It’s important to promote entrepreneurship to
post-secondary students because it gives opportunities
to those who want to become entrepreneurs and start
their own business, but also provides another mindset
for those who may not want to start their own business
initially but would like to enter traditional careers upon
graduating. Entrepreneurship isn’t just business skill
sets; but also personal development. For many students
who are at a critical point of their life and career, this is
something that can define both for the rest of their lives.

Q: What are some of the programs the University offers to prepare
students for the ups and downs of being an entrepreneur?

A: The university offers many different programs to
students who are interested in entrepreneurship.
The UOIT Brilliant Entrepreneurship Team, provides
non-academic resources to students in the form of
interactive workshops, networking and mentorship
opportunities, and our Summer Incubator Program.
On the academic side, the Faculty of Business and
Information Technology (FBIT) offers a major in
entrepreneurship to all FBIT students and a minor
in entrepreneurship to students in any faculty. My
role as Student Liaison Officer is to be the boots on
the ground for Brilliant Entrepreneurship. I help run
and facilitate programming as well join our Executive
in Residence, David Pamenter, in consulting with
students one- on-one to see how we can assist them.
Whether you want to take the academic or non
academic approach or both, UOIT is here to help
students learn, gain experience and grow in their
entrepreneurial journey. All our entrepreneurial
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BIG IDEA

...BUT DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?

programs offer students the opportunity to learn about the
ups and downs ofbeing entrepreneur.

Q: How did you become interested in working with entrepreneurs?
A:

I became interested in working with entrepreneurs
during my time as a student at Ryerson University. I initially
participated in a student group called Students in Free
Enterprise (now called Enactus) and helped run entrepreneurship based projects designed to connect students
with mentors and funding to develop their ideas. This
experience of being able to help and watch entrepreneurs
grow was tremendously exciting. To see an idea evolve and
develop into an actual startup has always fascinated me.

Spark Centre is a Regional Innovation Centre
providing free advisory services to tech and
innovation companies like yours!
Executive coaching
Functional advisory
Incubation

Industry partnerships
Co-location
Operational support

Contact us today to see how we can help!
sparkcentre.org

•

info@sparkcentre.org

•

905.432.3999

Spark Centre Head Office : The Loft - 21 Simcoe St. S., Oshawa

Q: How does the University work with the community to support
entrepreneurship and innovation in our region?

A: The university works with various different organizations within the Durham Region and beyond to support
entrepreneurship and innovation. First off, we work
with fellow academic institutions through a partnership
called FastStart. This partnership between UOIT, Durham
College, Fleming College and Trent University allows us
to collaborate on programming and creating opportunities
such as the annual PitchIt Competition for students of
each school.
We also work closely with local partner organizations of
the Ontario Network of Entrepreneurs (ONE). Organizations
such as Spark Centre, Business Advisory Centre Durham
(BACD), CFDC Northumberland and Futurpreneur provide
both support in our programming as well as mentorship to
our students. With organizations such as Spark Centre, we
also act as a receptor for students to access the variety of
programming they provide.
In 2016, we also initiated the Durham Entrepreneurship
Ecosystem Forum, an informal forum for ecosystem meetings
to meet and share opportunities, event and more with
other members of the ecosystem.
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